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BIOPHARMA
Takeaways from Our 2015 Global Healthcare Conference

• Bottom Line: Companies participating in the Leerink Partners GHC
2015 (2/11-2/12) included BMY (OP), LLY (OP), NVO, SNY (MP),
DERM (OP), KYTH (OP), ITCI (OP), and PETX. In addition, we hosted
a MEDACorp KOL panel on immuno-oncology (IO) that confirmed our
expectation for brisk uptake of the newly launched PD1 antibodies
(BMY's Opdivo; MRK's [MP] Keytruda) when approved in lung and kidney
cancer. Our view that IO is poised to transform the treatment of cancer is
unchanged. Coming out of the conference, our bullish stance on BMY and
DERM are unchanged, we are incrementally positive on KYTH and SNY,
and see the most upside potential in ITCI.

• IO panel highlights: survival studies validate PD1/L1's
transformative pot'l; T cell agonists, vaccines, and CSF1R
gaining momentum. The expectation of success for BMY's Opdivo in
ongoing 2nd line non-squamous lung (CHECKMATE-057) and kidney
(CHECKMATE-025) survival studies should drive brisk uptake of these
already high-demand therapies. Given poor alternatives in 2nd line
metastatic disease, KOLs expect rapid penetration in the majority of
patients – highlighting the limited utility of the PDL1 biomarker in this
setting. Among IO combination treatment options, the KOLs were most
bullish on prospects for co-stimulatory agonists (4-1BB - BMY, PFE [MP];
OX40 - AZN [MP], PFE [MP], Roche; CD40L - Roche; and CD27 - CLDX
[OP]) and novel cancer vaccines. Interestingly, CSF1R (Roche, FPRX
[OP]) was cited as one of the most underappreciated new assets in IO.

• BMY's IO "survival strategy" expected to pay dividends. CSO
Francis Cuss re-emphasized BMY's pursuit of overall survival in broad –
and not biomarker-defined – subsets as a pot'l near-term advantage. He
further highlighted first-rate regulatory execution along with a broad array
of Medarex-derived assets as reasons for optimism both near and long
term. With >50 abstracts submitted to ASCO, as well as ongoing survival
studies, 2015 promises to be another busy year of IO catalysts for BMY.

• LLY's emerging markets business "reloading" ahead of new
product launches. Head of emerging markets, Alfonso Zulueta,
highlighted 2015 as a challenging year where LLY will restructure and
refocus its business to key markets and franchises as it prepares for a
series of new product launches in 2015/16.

• NVO's Tresiba re-filing critical to long-term EPS growth guidance
of 15%. On the cusp of its decision to re-file or continue the DEVOTE
CV outcomes study, NVO continues to highlight two factors out of NVO's
control that could cause the study to continue: (a) the small number of
events at the interim increases random chance, and (b) the FDA's actual
comfort threshold around the hazard ratio – whether it is 1.0 or <1.3 is not
yet known.

S&P 500 Health Care Index: 817.78

Companies Highlighted:
AGN, ALNY, AZN, BMY, CLDX, DERM, FPRX, GSK

LN, INCY, IPH FP, ITCI, JNJ, KYTH, LLY, MDVN,
MGNX, MRK, NVS, PFE, SAN FP, TSRO
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• SNY's Genzyme pipeline is picking up steam as the company's
CEO search approaches a conclusion. Genzyme CEO David Meeker
emphasized that the new SNY-group CEO will not be a "French-centric"
leader but should be science-focused with broad experience managing
a range of different businesses while having intimate understanding
of specialty pharma businesses. We were particularly intrigued by the
promise of the ALNY (OP) partnership and the recently announced
transaction with gene therapy startup, Voyager.

• DERM's R&D execution progressing on plan; 2016 a big year. With
the success of the DRM04 bridging study in hyperhidrosis complete, CEO
Tom Wiggans is confident that the new topical wipe will advance into Ph III
in 2H15. Importantly, the initiation of US Ph IIb studies of DRM01, a novel
sebum inhibitor for the treatment of acne, is on track for 2H15 with data
expected in 1H16. We continue to view the outcome of the DRM01 Ph IIb
and completion of the Ph III DRM04 studies as the critical inflection points
for the company.

• KYTH's carefully engineered strategy with FDA should bring
ATX-101 cleanly to market; PGD2 inhibitor deal could be
transformational. KYTH is our top small-cap pick for 1H15. CEO
Keith Leonard's description of the panel prep for ATX-101 suggests an
extremely high probability of success at panel with a timely approval. In
addition, the recent license with U Penn for a novel approach to hair loss
prevention using Actelion's PGD2 inhibitor could be transformational. Pilot
Ph II studies of this oral compound could begin as early as 2015.

• ITCI's plan to move into Ph II in the behavioral symptoms of
dementia sets up a big upside oppt'y. Chairman and CEO Sharon
Mates highlighted the unique pharmacology, safety, and efficacy profile of
its antipsychotic drug ITI-007 as a major differentiator that could result in,
not only, a best-in-class antipsychotic for the treatment of schizophrenia
(1st Ph III read out in late 2015) and bipolar disorder, but also for the
behavioral symptoms of dementia. Dr. Mates noted that ITCI is on track
to initiate a larger Ph II study in behavioral disturbances of dementia
(including Alzheimer's) in 2015 with the expectation of delivering definitive
efficacy and safety results in 2016.

• PETX's best-of-breed pipeline poised for commercialization in
2015/2016. CEO Steven St. Peter highlighted canine antibodies for
oncology gearing up to launch in 2015, the anticipated approval of
osteoarthritis pain drug, AT-001, in 2016, and several add'l pipeline assets
in pivotal studies as the core of this pure-play animal health R&D and
commercialization execution story.
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LEERINK PARTNERS GLOBAL HEALTHCARE CONFERENCE 
TAKEAWAYS:  

 

IMMUNO-ONCOLOGY:  
From Lab to Lung in the Next Pillar of Cancer Therapy 
Seamus Fernandez, Michael Schmidt, Howard Liang 

 

Bottom Line: The “spectacular” activity of PD1 in multiple tumor types continues to impress and 

enthusiasm for additional combination mechanisms highlight the promise of immunotherapy. 

Empiric testing, though admittedly expensive, likely will be the only way to identify and differentiate 

combinations in humans due to the limitations of biomarkers and overall immune heterogeneity. 

With successful survival studies across lung cancer and kidney cancer expected, KOLs expect 

broad approvals of PD1/PDL1 antibodies in lung cancer and kidney cancer, resulting in 

exceedingly rapid uptake, with some physicians potentially employing “fast fail” strategies with 1
st
 

line chemotherapy in order to start patients on PD1 or PDL1 therapy sooner. And while too early 

to predict successful combinations beyond PD1/PDL1 + CTLA4, T cell agonists (4-1BB, OX40, 

CD27, and CD40L), targeted cancer vaccines, and inhibitors myeloid derived suppressors 

(CSF1r) appear to be generating the most interest.     

Key Takeaways 

 Read-through from CHECKMATE-017 to -057 should predict success; opportunities 

for broad PD1/PDL1 use in lung, even outside specifically approved setting. Early 

success of BMY’s Opdivo in 2
nd

 line squamous lung cancer suggests a positive survival 

outcome in non-squamous disease is likely in the KOL’s opinion. Off-label reimbursement 

has been challenging to date, but the KOL believes that lung cancer approval in one 

setting paired with the available scientific publications and abstracts should drive 

reimbursement across multiple lines of therapy or histologies. Both physicians believe 

that 2
nd

 line approval of PD1/ PDL1 could change the progression from 1
st
 to 2

nd
 line 

therapy such that the discontinuation rate between 1
st
 and 2

nd
 line treatment could be 

much less than the frequently cited 50%. In addition, it was suggested that savvy 

physicians could employ a “fast-fail” strategy with chemotherapy in order to more quickly 

start patients on these life-saving drugs. One KOL noted a similar strategy with Zytiga 

(abiraterone) which broadened use earlier than most expected. 

 Opdivo expected to quickly replace Afinitor in 2
nd

 line kidney cancer; assumes 

success of BMY’s -025 study. The genitourinary specialist (prostate, kidney) was 

confident that BMY’s Opdivo would best Afinitor in the head-to-head 025 study largely 

because Afinitor is such a poor treatment standard. He predicted that once available, 

Opdivo will quickly replace 100% of Afinitor use in kidney cancer. He noted, however, the 

need for combination therapy to demonstrate improved overall survival vs. 1
st
 line VEGF 

TKIs. 
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 Add’l checkpoint inhibitors, co-stimulatory agonists, vaccines, CAR-T, innate 

immune system checkpoints, and tumor microenvironment targets likely all needed 

to treat other 80% of patients who don’t respond to PD1/L1 monotherapy; T cell 

agonists, vaccines, and CSF1R highlighted.  

o CSF1R underappreciated: The KOL’s excitement for CSF1R stood out. Based 

on Genentech’s ESMO poster (Soria, Gettinger) where an open-ended analysis 

of resistance showed non-responders may be more mediated by tumor 

associated macrophage (TAM) activity than other mechanisms evaluated such 

as CTLA4 expression. Though CSF1R and fractalkines appear less relevant than 

other markers in animal models, the KOLs viewed these human data/analyses as 

both relevant and important. Both Roche and FPRX (in a clinical collaboration 

with BMY) are pursuing CSF1R as a combination target with PD1/PDL1 

blockade.  

o Checkpoints of interest in lymphoid compartment and at tumor site: For 

PD1 + CTLA4, the KOLs emphasized the value of “priming” T cells in the lymph 

system with either BMY’s Yervoy or AZN’s tremelimumab.  Interestingly, the lung 

cancer physician who has broad experience with Opdivo + Yervoy and MEDI-

4736 + tremelimumab cautioned against over-interpretation of a safety 

advantage for AZN’s combination. The KOL cited: (a) different dosing going 

forward, and the fact that its (b) “always much easier to be less toxic when 

second.” A renal cancer KOL highlighted that BMY’s choice of the Opdivo + 

Yervoy combination in the 1
st
 line renal cancer setting reflects the need for the 

combination rather than monotherapy alone, despite the additive toxicity. LAG-3 

and TIM-3 continue to drive interest based on promising pre-clinical data. Like 

CTLA4, one KOL noted that LAG3 appears to have a similar priming function to 

CTLA4, but this is less clear for TIM3. What is unclear is if the synergistic activity 

of LAG3 and TIM3 with PD1/PDL1 seen in mice will have similar effects to 

CTLA4 or if there is too much overlap with PD1/L1.  

o Co-stimulatory targets the “most exciting set” going into ASCO: In animal 

models, co-stimulatory (4-1BB – BMY, PFE; OX40 – AZN, Roche; and CD40 – 

Roche; CD27 - CLDX) + checkpoint combos warrant excitement. Though 

companies are pursuing a more “measured” approach versus previous trials, 

toxicities remain potential risk for these combinations. For these KOLs, GITR 

(MRK) falls into a distinct Treg depleting category.  

o Vaccines and CAR-T important for immune “resurrection”: Suggesting 

splitting patients into patients who (a) do not generate enough T-cells, (b) can’t 

get T-cells into tumor, (c) have T-cells are shut down at tumor, one KOL 

emphasized that for patients who group “a” – patients who need immune 

resurrection in lymphoid compartment – including tumor vaccines and ex-vivo 

expanded TILs could be important, even in diseases such as lung cancer. 
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o NK cell characterization remains low; eyes remain on BMY / IPH: Anti-PD1 + 

anti-KIR which BMY / Innate (IPH FP, OP) are taking forward remains the 

combination play in this space. 

 Biomarker may clear path for rapid approval or 1
st

 line success; clinical utility, 

once approved, likely limited. Biomarkers seem to be speeding drug development for 

MRK and Roche, yet KOLs continue to state lack of clinical utility in patients who do not 

have other options. The KOLs noted that PDL1 biomarker (-) response rates alone may 

beat or at least meet the current standard of care in refractory disease. In their view, the 

PDL1 or other biomarkers were viewed as value-added research tools that could improve 

1
st
 line success rates. That said, the KOLs were not confident that a reliable meaningfully 

predictive biomarker is possible any time soon.
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*GSK unlikely to commercialize oncology assets, NVS with opt-in rights until 2026;  

Notes: Agents listed in terms of furthest development stage as single or combination agent; Cell therapies, vaccines, and bi-specific antibodies not included here 

Source: Leerink Partners LLC, Company Information

Immuno-Oncology Agents
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Bristol-Myers Squibb  
BMY (OP) 
Analyst: Seamus Fernandez 

Presenter(s): Francis Cuss – EVP and CSO  

Bottom Line: With CHECKMATE-017’s early completion capping an impressive surge of late-

2014 datasets, our conversation with Francis Cuss focused on forward-looking prospects for BMY 

in immuno-oncology and beyond. Management expects 2015 to be an equally important year for 

its immuno-oncology program, both at ASCO and from a regulatory standpoint. While it remains 

unlikely that BMY will share meaningful data on its various combination approaches (CTLA4 in 

lung, 4-1BB, anti-KIR, anti-LAG3) in 2015, we view key datasets from CHECKMATE-057 in non-

squamous NSCLC, -025 in kidney cancer, and regulatory and commercial execution in lung 

cancer as the key near-term needle-movers.  

Key Takeaways 

 Registration plan should enable a broader label in melanoma and approval in lung 

in 2015, as expected. We view the -066 study in 1
st
 line melanoma and -017 in 

squamous NSCLC as the key mechanisms to drive a broader label for Opdivo, though 

specific updates on the filing strategy were not offered. Management remains confident 

both in its strategy to demonstrate Opdivo’s benefits on survival in broad patient groups, 

while delivering timely approvals and label extensions. Dr. Cuss applauded his regulatory 

team’s ability to secure melanoma approval <5 months from filing.  

 NCCN melanoma guidelines somewhat surprising; BMY believes lung should be 

different, and ultimately having survival in the label will be a big advantage. 

Management acknowledged that it was somewhat surprised that the National 

Comprehensive Cancer Network’s (NCCN) 1
st
 line recommendation for PD1s included 

MRK’s Keytruda even though BMY is the only company to demonstrate such a benefit in 

a randomized Ph III study. BMY management believes NCCN may be more likely to 

evaluate lung cancer based more on randomized data, which – if true – could help create 

differentiate Opdivo in the short term. Management also emphasized the importance of 

the label for both marketing and reimbursement in the community setting. Dr. Cuss 

believes that BMY’s all-comer studies should eliminate any need for a PDL1 biomarker, 

though the Dako validated assay could be made available as a companion diagnostic if 

necessary. 

 Moving combination forward broadly with “different dosing” – as mentioned on 4Q 

call. 1+1 dosing of Opdivo and Yervoy has been ongoing, focusing on response rate as 

well as survival. As stated on the 4Q call, the planned Ph III trial will be a broad (1L, PDL1 

positive and negative) with somewhat different dosing than what has been shown before 

and intended to increase the probability of competing with chemotherapy. Management 

cited the broad understanding of different IO regimens vs. other therapies in lung cancer 

based on compilation of lung cancer studies (-003, -063, -017, -012).  
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 Over the next 5 years BMY is faced with balancing: (a) the near-term PD1 opportunity 

and medium-, long-term value of IO combination optionality; and (b) its diversified 

biopharma approach, particularly in immunoscience as it builds into new areas such as 

fibrosis and genetically defined diseases. In fibrosis, BMY will continue to expand early/ 

mid-stage clinical programs and/or look outside for innovation in fibrosis with cross-

learnings from activities in IO and HIV. 
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Dermira, Inc.  
DERM (OP) 
Analyst: Seamus Fernandez 

Presenter(s): Tom Wiggans – CEO; Andrew Guggenhime – COO and CFO 

Bottom Line: DERM’s management team continues to execute in advancing three late-stage 

dermatology assets, each with robust, positive Phase II data and multi-hundred million dollar 

commercial potential. Our discussion reviewed the data, next steps, and market oppt’y for DRM04 

in hyperhidrosis (excessive underarm sweating) following remarkably consistent and efficacy-

validating Ph IIb data last week. In particular we left impressed with: (1) the consistency of three 

distinct endpoints as management heads toward its end-of-phase-2 meeting with the FDA, as well 

as further appreciation of the (2) opportunity to drive self-diagnosing hyperhidrosis-affected 

patients to dermatologists. We also touched on the company’s promising programs in acne 

(DRM01; topical sebum inhibitor) and psoriasis (Cimzia; anti-TNF) where we believe compelling 

revenue opportunities exist. 

Key Takeaways 

 DRM04 (hyperhidrosis) planned to enter Ph III in 2H15 after Ph IIb data last week; 

multiple consistent endpoints available to discuss with FDA. Endpoints include 

sweat gravimetry and two PROs of HDSS (hyperhidrosis disease severity scale) as used 

for Botox) and new analog scale PRO (patient-reported outcome; developed consistent 

with FDA’s interest in a non-HDSS PRO). Considering three consistent endpoints with 

good efficacy, DERM management suggests they would be happy to move forward with 

any two of the three to best accommodate the agency. Hyperhydrosis is described as the 

“poster child” for an underdeveloped market based on dermatologist feedback. It is 

believed to be as prevalent as psoriasis, yet a self-diagnosing patient population awaiting 

easier treatment options could bode particularly well for DERM’s easy to use topical wipe. 

DRM04’s tolerability and safety profile is predictable, with typical anticholinergic class side 

effects including dry mouth, urinary retention, and occasional blurred vision that lead to 

stopping therapy for a day or so. Success of DRM04 in the latest Ph IIb has the potential 

to significantly enhance the intellectual property surrounding the hyperhidrosis program. 

 DRM01 Ph IIb acne trial on track to start in 1H15. DRM01’s draw is its direct effect at 

inhibiting sebum production while avoiding the side effects of other systemic therapies 

(e.g., Accutane).  About 100 patients of data thus far suggest that DRM01 may be better 

than other mono-therapies and could be comparable to best-in-class combination 

therapies such as EpiDuo. Payer coverage could be quite good for a new mechanism in 

an area where patients and their parents are active in getting coverage. Management 

noted that the FDA meeting and submission of IND package are on schedule for the 

guided 1H15 Ph IIb start. 

 Cimzia expectations fully factor in biologic launches in psoriasis. Management 

confirmed that their very recent deal with UCB fully included consideration of biosimilars. 

A growing psoriasis biologics market over next 10 years should allow a meaningful 

opportunity for revenue capture in dermatology despite these entrants. In fact 
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management argued there is plenty of room to participate in the anti-TNF market even if 

the market was faced with existing size and 40-50% biologics penetration. 
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Eli Lilly and Company  
LLY (OP) 
Analyst: Seamus Fernandez 

Presenter(s): Alfonso Zulueta – SVP & President, Emerging Markets  

Bottom Line: Although LLY will annualize most of its major US / EU patent expirations with 

several product launches ahead in diabetes and oncology, the company’s emerging market 

business faces a number of headwinds including: (a) slowing emerging market pharmaceuticals 

growth of ~8-9%, (b) high-single-digit wage inflation, and (c) generic competition vs. Cialis and 

within its neuroscience portfolio. Diabetes growth – particularly in China remains a bright spot. Mr. 

Zulueta highlighted efforts in 2015 to refocus and restructure the business to key geographies and 

therapeutic areas, positioning for longer-term, sustainable profitability. However, new product 

launches in diabetes will be critical to reaccelerate the emerging markets franchise with the goal of 

taking meaningful share from current leader, Novo Nordisk. 

Key Takeaways 

 2015 a “reload” year for LLY Emerging Markets. LLY management is not expecting 

above- market performance in emerging markets, with 8-10% constant exchange rate 

(CER) sales growth and expected wage inflation ~8%. As Lilly gets to its “bolus of 

launches” at the end of 2015 and 2016, management aims to build toward low-teen 

growth in the emerging markets. The strategic emphasis in 2015 is to refocus the 

business to key geographies (China, Brazil) and therapeutic areas (diabetes, oncology, 

neuroscience) while working to partner in areas where LLY is subscale including India 

and Africa.  

 Management looks to “launch to win” in diabetes. Solid emerging markets uptake for 

Tradjenta bodes well for products such as Trulicity. Management highlighted that 

adoption of Tradjenta in some emerging markets, such as Korea, has outpaced that in the 

US and EU, and Trulicity is an opportunity to grow the comparatively small GLP-1 market. 

Management acknowledged LLY remains significantly behind Novo in market share in 

key geographies such as China, where the diabetes market is growing at 15-18% y/y. 

Focus on existing and upcoming product launches and doubling-up on resources, LLY 

management hopes to turn the corner toward broader penetration and market share.  

 Neuroscience and Oncology face challenging LOEs.  Recent loss of exclusivity (LOE) 

in key neuroscience brands such as Zyprexa and Cymbalta has led to flat or declining 

neuroscience sales leaving Strattera as the only major growing brand – admittedly off of a 

small base. Management is looking toward in-licensing opportunities in neuroscience to 

help leverage Lilly’s established infrastructure in China. In oncology, upcoming LOE 

erosion of Alimta’s strong global market share in non-squamous NSCLC will present a 

challenge, particularly given it is a hospital brand. Cyramza’s opportunity in gastric cancer 

in Asia ought to be a bright spot, though a regulatory delay in China limits some of the 

upside that LLY has seen in markets such as Korea and Taiwan.  
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 Goal of sustainable, profitable growth accompanied by focus on integrity. 

Management highlighted doubling up on compliance and legal resources to avoid pitfalls 

that other competitors have faced. 
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Intra-Cellular Therapies, Inc.  
ITCI (OP) 
Analyst: Seamus Fernandez 

Presenter(s): Sharon Mates – Chairman & CEO  

Bottom Line:  Our meeting with Sharon Mates highlighted ITCI’s lead asset ITI-007, which we 

believe has the potential to be a best-in-class atypical antipsychotic with significant upside 

potential in treating behavioral disturbances in dementia. With the first Ph III schizophrenia trial 

poised to read out in late 2015, the discussion focused on ITI-007’s differentiated safety profile as 

well as the broad opportunity for low dose of ITI-007 in behavioral disturbances in dementia (incl. 

Alzheimer’s). We believe the key inflection will be ITCI’s Ph III schizophrenia data expected in 

4Q15. Ph II data suggests ITI-007 has blockbuster prospects as a potential best-in-class atypical 

antipsychotic, driven by efficacy in schizophrenia potentially comparable to Risperdal, an excellent 

metabolic safety profile that appears competitive with either Otsuka's Abilify or Sunovion's Latuda, 

with little evidence of movement-related side effects even at high doses tested. If able to replicate 

results seen in a similarly desinged Ph II, the 4Q15 data set would not only validate ITI-007’s use 

at high doses (60mg and possibly 40mg) for the treatment of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and 

possibly adjunctive or resistant depression (MDD), but likely further add interest to its use at low 

doses for the treatment of dementia-related behavioral disturbances. 

Key Takeaways 

 Key inflection will be Ph III ITI-007 schizophrenia data in 4Q15: selected doses 

ought to maximize likelihood of success, while mirroring successful Ph II design. 

Chairman & CEO, Sharon Mates, highlighted 60mg as the “anchor” dose in Ph III setting, 

where the lower 40 mg dose serves to add another option for physicians. The currently 

recruiting Ph III is studying the same patient population, duration of treatment, and 

primary endpoints as the Ph II. Pursuit of schizophrenia is the core of ITI-007's 

registration strategy (initial Ph III data in 4Q15, with filing expected in late 2016/early 

2017) given: (a) all antipsychotics have been approved in this indication, and (b) the 

change from baseline in the positive and negative symptoms scale (PANSS) represents a 

very straightforward endpoint where ITI-007’s Ph II study demonstrated early and 

statistically significant activity. The launch of Sunovion's Latuda confirms that despite the 

broad availability of generics, a safe and effective treatment for schizophrenia & bipolar 

depression alone has blockbuster potential. We believe 2015 will be a key validation year 

for ITCI, with Ph III data expected in late 2015. Success in schizophrenia, in our opinion, 

significantly increases the probability of success in bipolar disease and dementia.  

 PET study in schizophrenia patients designed to further validate ITI-007’s unique 

profile at 60mg; top-line data expected this year. ITCI’s PET study in patients with 

stable schizophrenia treats patient for 14 days to look at occupancy of key receptors. 

Management noted that this study is not driven by regulatory requirements, but is 

designed to further establish that ITI-007’s activity in the brains of healthy volunteers is 

similar in schizophrenic patients. A previous PET study in normal healthy volunteers 

showed fully saturated 5HT2A receptor and ~40% D2 saturation at the 60mg dose.  
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 ITCI is planning a well-powered Ph II study for low dose ITI-007 to target behavioral 

disturbances associated with dementia (incl. Alzheimer’s). Driven by its selective 

5HT2A antagonist activity, ITI-007’s variation in D2/ 5HT2A affinity allows for titration of 

dopamine activity, which can be leveraged in a number of neuropsychiatric indications. 

Management has previously guided to a 2015 start of a Ph II study in behavioral 

disturbances associated with dementia. Dr. Mates stated that it plans to execute a well-

powered study, similar in quality to its 335-patient Ph II schizophrenia study. Known 

safety profile and the potential to reduce agitation, improve sleep, and/or other 

disturbances in this large patient population makes it an indication of high interest. We 

believe a more definitive as opposed to exploratory Ph II will be well received given the 

level of unmet need. Currently used atypicals or even agents in development have side 

effects ranging from CV risks to cognitive impairment, a major potential differentiator for 

ITI-007. 
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KYTHERA Biopharmaceuticals, Inc.  
KYTH (OP) 
Analyst: Seamus Fernandez 

Presenters(s): Keith Leonard – CEO  

Bottom Line: We go into KYTH’s March 9th AdComm meeting and upcoming May PDUFA for 

ATX-101 with high conviction following our detailed discussion with KYTH’s CEO Keith Leonard.  

Our own deep dive analysis comparing KYTH’s ATX-101 dataset with other aesthetic product 

approvals points to a successful panel and high likelihood of approval. Our conviction in KYTH’s 

ability to execute a successful training-led launch that maximizes ATX-101’s long-term prospects 

is unchanged, and management has done an excellent job establishing appropriate launch 

expectations among investors. CEO Leonard expressed significant enthusiasm for the recently in-

licensed hair loss prevention asset, setipiprant, a PGD2 inhibitor, calling it “the most important 

discovery in hair loss in 30 years.” With >1000 patients previously treated, KYTH believes it can 

quickly enter Ph IIa proof of concept studies. 

Key Takeaways 

 CEO commentary solidifies our confidence in ATX-101 panel prep and positive 

outcome. KYTH’s CEO, Keith Leonard, re-emphasized the near-term focus on execution 

and success for ATX-101 – a (1) clinically proven (19 trials in >2600 patients), (2) 

corrective (87% durable benefits to 4 years), and (3) customized therapy for double chin 

(submental fat). He noted that this is CMO Frederick Beddingfield’s 5
th
 AdComm and 

KYTH hired a consultant > 2 years ago to tackle pre-NDA prep, aid in writing the NDA, 

and prepare for panel with a strategy for success. KYTH now has >2000 slides and has 

run several mock panels in preparation. Management views the half-, as opposed to full-, 

day panel (March 9
th
) meeting as a good indication as well.  

 Recognized need to be prepared for range of panelist questions. Un-initiated 

physicians and the public aspect of the panel will likely require detailed discussions of the 

endpoints and justification of KYTH’s use of traditional subjective measures required by 

FDA alongside supportive objective (MRI) evidence. With no safety “show stoppers,” the 

adverse events (AE) discussion is expected to focus on injection site reactions (ISRs) 

which, in KYTH’s opinion, should have more impact on patient coaching and 

management than approvability. KYTH will also emphasize training, important for the 

panel itself and the ultimate roll-out.  

 Commercialization includes sequenced sales force hiring, physician training, and 

ultimately “OK”-ing them to order product. KYTH is currently hiring at the regional 

management level, sales team on-boarding to occur shortly following PDUFA, and 

commercial availability to follow several weeks after this. There will be an initial training 

cohort involving KOLs who will become “Faculty” for other physicians. Operationally, 

training will be required to “flag” physicians for product ordering. Reps will drive local 

training with these KOLs. KYTH is following closely on AGN’s (MP) lessons learned with 

Juvederm Voluma both ex-US (where initially launched) and the more recent US launch. 
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 In-licensing of hair loss PGD2 program offers a capital efficient, promising shot on 

goal. Management noted that its recent announcement follows >2 years of hair loss focus 

for KYTH and pre-clinical testing of 5 receptor antagonists to identify the product with the 

best specificity and safety. Grounded in what KYTH called the most significant advance in 

our scientific understanding of hair loss in 30 years, oral blockade of PGD2 is particularly 

promising. KYTH expects I.P. on the method of using a PGD2 inhibitor to treat hair loss 

from its relationship with the University of Pennsylvania to provide long-term protection of 

this major opportunity. Setipiprant’s clinical experience for allergies and inflammation 

provides a safety database of >1K patients. In addition, KYTH has an internal team with 

particular focus in hair (including CMC) which ought to allow KYTH to be particularly 

capital efficient. KYTH believes it can rapidly proceed into a Ph 2 proof-of-concept (POC) 

study following US IND approval.  
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Sanofi  
SNY (MP) 
Analyst: Seamus Fernandez 

Presenter(s): David Meeker, CEO, Genzyme  

Bottom Line:  Our discussion with David Meeker provided: (a) insights on the types of CEO 

candidate that could allow SNY and Genzyme to thrive; (b) opportunities for two new multiple 

sclerosis (MS) products and the recent Voyager gene therapy deal offer to grow into areas beyond 

rare diseases; (c) details on Lemtrada’s indication and target population; and (d) three particularly 

promising programs in the ALNY/SNY deal – TTR amyloidosis (FAP), TTR amyloidosis (FAC), 

and hemophilia – with the latter two offering SNY the opportunity to co-promote in the US and 

Western EU in addition to their ROW rights. 

Key Takeaways 

 Four SNY CEO candidate characteristics that would allow SNY and Genzyme to 

succeed: (1) proven track record to manage a large complex global pharma such as 

SNY; (2) good experience with US market, though not necessarily an American, and able 

to avoid going backward toward a French-centric company; (3) a strong scientific 

background; and (4) someone who understands and can lead an increasing specialty 

pharma model.  

 Achieved core strategic initiative of restoring Genzyme’s leadership position in 

rare disease and continues to expand new franchises. Genzyme has regained a 

leadership position in rare diseases after contamination issues in 2009 lead to its merger 

with SNY. New MS franchises allowed it to launch a new franchise from “literally nothing” 

and compete. Dr. Meeker further highlighted the recently announced Voyager gene 

therapy deal as: (1) building on the skill set that has allowed Genzyme to succeed with 

products for low-prevalence (though not necessarily “rare disease”) populations as well 

as progress in its own ocular gene therapy programs; and (2) allowing expansion into 

other neurological diseases which are particularly tough to target with antibodies and 

other approaches – specifically highlighting Parkinson’s disease.  

 Management noted interest among some physicians globally to use Lemtrada 

earlier, but SNY is positioning 3
rd

 line consistent with US label; proper side effect 

management key to success. Lemtrada administration involves 5-day infusion, followed 

by a 12-month break and another 3-day infusion. The probability of needing more dosage 

after that is low. The side effects continue to be a concern for physicians and regulators. 

Ensuring that physicians are well-educated to properly manage the side effect profile will 

be critical to Lemtrada’s success. Management pointed out that the indicated population, 

patients who have failed at least two other MS drugs, accounts for ~50% of patients 

treated today in the US. An important driver toward alternative treatment options is likely 

to be the concern of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) associated with 

Tysabri use where 50-60% of patients are JC virus positive and not recommended for 

Tysabri. 
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 Three collaboration programs highlighted as part of the SNY/ALNY deal. Under 

SNY/ALNY deal, ALNY gets U.S./Western Europe and SNY gets RoW. TTR Amyloidosis 

(FAP) is ALNY’s lead program and has exclusive US rights. SNY will co-promote TTR 

Amyloidosis (FAC) and Hemophilia. Management highlighted the hemophilia program as 

a potentially disruptive prophylactic approach to hemophilia. It aims to knock down 

expression of antithrombin 3, thus increasing thrombin level and promote coagulation 

pathways. 
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Novo Nordisk A/S (NVO) 
NVO (NR) 
 

Presenter(s): Frank Daniel Mersebach - IR, Director 

Bottom Line:  2015 represents a key catalyst year as NVO drives toward long-term operating 

profit guidance of 15% growth. Most importantly, a timely US approval of Tresiba is needed to hit 

this figure, with all eyes on the interim analysis of Tresiba’s cardiovascular (CV) outcomes study. 

Awaiting the data, NVO highlighted the small number of events in the interim analysis and the 

somewhat unpredictable threshold that FDA will seek (a hazard ratio anywhere from 1.0 to 1.3) as 

risks that the study continue. NVO’s go-forward plans for its oral GLP-1 (semaglutide) will be an 

important 2015 catalyst as well, while 2014 US pricing headwinds were viewed more as a 

“temporary scare,” unlikely to replicate in 2015. 

Key Takeaways 

 US approval of Tresiba needed within next 2-3 years to hit 15% LT guidance; 50-

80% chance that current interim data will look reassuring and support approval. 

NVO noted that it has reached the specified events for the interim analysis of DEVOTE 

and – though knowledge of the data cannot be disclosed even within the company – a 

press release will ultimately cite whether or not Tresiba is being filed with the FDA. Mr. 

Mersebach cited that given the unknowns of the FDA’s desire for a “reassuring point 

estimate” of Tresiba’s CV event rate vs. Lantus, there remains a “coin flip” factor and 20-

50% chance the interim will not deliver the necessary data. Even an FDA submission, 

while clearly positive, does not guarantee approval. NVO acknowledged that in order for it 

to hit its long-term guidance of 15% operating profit growth, US approval of Tresiba is 

necessary within 2-3 years. While this remains feasible with conclusion of DEVOTE 

closer to its 2H16 completion, an approval in 1H15/1H16 would significantly enhance 

NVO’s ability to deliver on top-line growth of 10%+.  

 Cost limitations and need for definitive efficacy/ safety balance are key hurdles for 

oral semaglutide. For its oral GLP-1, semaglutide, NVO plans to communicate whether it 

is moving into Ph III later this year. Considerations include: (1) cost limitations – 

specifically the relatively high cost of goods vs. injectable semaglutide; and (2) the 

challenges of getting “enough drug” into a tablet to achieve the appropriate efficacy/ 

safety balance.  

 NVO views pricing as a “temporary scare” in diabetes market; offsets to US Lantus 

biosimilar launch exist. Management expects 2015 pricing to be flat or slightly positive 

for the US portfolio. Lantus biosimilar launches could lead to pricing pressure on Levemir 

in the US but EU pricing is not expected to drop significantly as basal insulin is already 

1/3 to 1/4 the US price in Europe. 2014 was pressured by the loss of ESI as well as the 

increased mix of government channels that took away a couple percentage points of 

2014 growth. Additionally, while the competition in the GLP-1 market has been 

intensifying, such as with LLY’s Trulicity launch, class growth and Victoza’s potential 

expansion into the type 1 diabetes market are viewed as growth opportunities. 
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 NVO hopes to reinvigorate GLP-1 growth with semaglutide and Victoza in T1D. 

NVO acknowledged LLY’s Trulicity could take market share from other GLP-1 products 

such as Bydureon, but felt less concerned about Victoza. The company’s strategy for 

Victoza is to reinvigorate the GLP-1 market, which has been dampened in recent years. 

In addition, it is possible that once-weekly semaglutide could be superior to Victoza, a 

potential incremental opportunity to compete in the GLP-1 market. NVO also hopes to 

expand into type 1 diabetes (T1D) market with on-going Ph3 trials, where T1D patients 

currently only have insulin as their treatment. 
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Aratana Therapeutics Inc. (PETX) 
PETX (NR) 
 

Presenter(s): Steve St. Peter – Founder, President & CEO 

Bottom Line:  Our meeting with PETX re-capped the strategic approach and lead assets for the 

leading pure-play companion animal company focused on leveraging biotech developments for 

dogs and cats. With six programs currently in the pivotal stage, PETX touts a broader product 

portfolio than its peers’, including small molecules, biologics, and vaccines. With its first product, 

AT-001 for osteoarthritis pain in dogs, well on its way to a 2016 approval and potential paradigm-

changing monoclonal antibodies approved for canine B- and T-cell lymphomas, we continue to be 

impressed both by PETX’s assets and execution. 

Key Takeaways 

 PETX management remains focused on the advantages of a step-wise development 

approach, including pilot and pivotal studies. Dr. St. Peter emphasized that while 

success in dogs cannot be directly attributed to humans, the same is true for data from 

humans to dogs. Thus, despite the fact that only one effectiveness study is required for 

approval, PETX will continue with a two-step approach: dose ranging pilot studies 

followed by a pivotal field effectiveness study. This should result in higher pivotal study hit 

rates, which management highlighted as a crux of the PETX’s high quality R&D execution 

strategy. The CEO specifically called out the importance of team members including 

development lead Ernst Heinen and CSO Linda Rhodes as among the most 

knowledgeable animal health drug developers in the industry.  

 AT-001 seems well on its way to 2016 approval, with meaningful safety 

differentiation vs. Coxib NSAIDs. While the majority of PETX’s primary care portfolio is 

targeted for a second wave of 2016-17 development, the company’s lead program AT-

001 offers a high-value, targeted approach to an established pain market. Rimadyl has 

laid the groundwork of an existing ~$260M osteoarthritis pain market in dogs largely 

made up of coxib NSAIDs. These drugs are hampered from broader use given 

requirements for liver testing and even black box warnings. Targeting EP4 delivered 

statistically significant differences vs. placebo on the Canine Brief Pain Inventory (CBPI) 

with consistent clinical success at days 7, 14, 21, and the primary outcome at 28 days. 

AT-001 was not associated with the liver and renal abnormalities associated with NSAIDS 

and had only mild AEs. Management noted this week that as part of the NADA process, 

its animal safety technical section is complete and expects a similar letter demarking 

success of the technical section and approval of AT-001 in 2016. 

 Struggling veterinary practices, particularly in oncology, offer a clear access point 

for bolus of PETX’s biologics pipeline. “Restoring clinic flow” and economic prosperity 

to vet practices remains a key aspect of PETX’s value proposition. The initial foray in 

specialty oncology serves to this strategic goal with >300 practicing vet oncologists and 

800+ who focus solely on cancer, offering a clear and direct target through KOL 

customers. PETX will initially cater to these practices, which primarily sell chemo, through 
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AT-004 and AT-005 monoclonal antibodies for canine B-cell (dog Rituxan) and T-cell (dog 

CAMPATH) lymphomas. To answer regulatory questions on how these agents will work 

in combination with chemo, the company is currently conducting a randomized T-CHOP 

study in 48 dogs as well as a clinical experience program T-CEP, with results expected 

from the former in 3Q16. 
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